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Why start a interpersonal skills program? Produced by a school public
worker and speech vocabulary pathologist, this program uses a rigorous,
proactive approach to teaching social skills, combining written
instruction with games, activities, and student interaction. QUEST
(Questioning, Understanding, and Exploring Social Abilities and
Pragmatic Language Together) is a social skills program intended to help
middle school students with ASD who have a problem with pragmatic
language and social skills. With inclusive education getting the norm in
academic institutions nationwide, teachers often struggle to address
students’ nonacademic requirements€”but teachers need ready-to-use
lessons that won’t hinder their curriculum. The query isn't why, but you
will want to? Six helpful units€”College Survival Essentials,
Understanding and Managing Emotion, Communication Skills, Maki
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I like the book because it offers ways to learn . This curriculum is
indeed easy to use!.!. Exactly what I wanted! I skipped several sections
like dating, traveling with close friends, and vocational readiness, but
I intend to use this again every other year, therefore I'll eventually
perform those sections with them. I would recommend this publication ST
and OT who have clients with pragmatic goals. I really like the book
because it offers ways to learn social skills for autistic kids and
young adults. I use it everyday with my clients. I like the way it
really is organized into models with parent handouts offering homework
suggestions. The actions and worksheets are of help, fun and easy to
understand for the kids. I really like this book! That said, it appears
like an excellent curriculum for such a purpose. Not overly ideal for
me, mainly because a SLP within an elem school . Five Stars Great book,
I take advantage of it all the time in programming for my clients. For
group/school use I didn't realize when I purchased this that it is a
curriculum book intended for little group use in a school setting. Great
layout, great scenarios, some humor thrown in. This
publication/curriculum would be helpful for all kids, and it can be used
by parents or professionals. Great but not for me and my job. A Quest
for Social Skills---good for just about any kids I highly recommend "A
Quest for Social Skills" for all kids, not just people that have autism.
So many kids today have poor manners, etiquette and communication
abilities. So that was a disappointment. After the components are made,
you can easily follow the experiential tales which are specifically
designed for all sorts of students with sociable skills deficits (not
only Asperger Syndrome or autism). I utilized this "curriculum" last
year with both of these (when they had been 8 and 9) since it helps kids
imagine and determine ahead of time what they can do in a variety of
social situations, positive and negative. I actually am a speech
therapist who works together with almost all ages. I also experienced to
skip or try to adapt a few activities that are designed for groups,
nonetheless it wasn't too hard. Like the additional reviewer said, it's
easy to use and I believe it covers therefore many good areas of social
awareness. It is possible to go straight through or skip around. I was
looking for something my husband and I could use at home. My kids
actually enjoyed it therefore did I. Having a printer in the home to
make copies of the activity pages was helpful, if you need several copy.
Perfect for secondary students with social skills deficits!. I am a
homeschooler with two boys, one who offers Aspergers and Tourettes. You
can find even specific follow-up suggestions to send out to parents.
There exists a sequence to the topics with the students reading a story,
doing related actions and then developing a short written report. I have
already been in a position to create small groups of students to use it
with and I am viewing real progress! This reserve is an excellent value
and I'd recommend it to any professional or parent who's trying to
handle social skills deficits linked to communication, friendship,



college readiness and a host of various other relevant topics. I am
familiar with many similar products and this is one of the best. Great
book This book is a user-friendly, great resource, with many lessons to
pick from in addition to utilize in a consistent bases with children
requiring social skills lessons.
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